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INTRODUCTION

The attempt is here made to explain the variations between

the Hebrew and Greek texts of Joshua 1-12. Both have suffered

largely from similar causes, and the recognition and elimination

of faults will enable us to recover the Hebrew text as it

existed at the time the Greek translation was made. The

section treated is complete in itself Jos. i : i serves essentially

as an introduction to this section. The historical content is

a unit. Chapter 12 is the summary. The Hebrew and the

Greek texts vary widely. Aside from the changes which may

be attributed to the usual corruption of a text and to the

weakness of any translation, there are words and phrases in

the Greek which do not appear in the Hebrew; there is a

curious juggling of grammatical person and number, sometimes

without apparent consistency; and there are many words and

phrases, even verses which appear in the Hebrew and are

absent from the Greek.

HOLLENBERG in Der Charakter der Alex. tJbersetzung des

B. Josua, 1876, treats exhaustively the Hebrew and the Greek

texts of the book of Joshua, and sets the pace for successive

commentators. At times he accepts the Greek, but on the

whole upholds the Hebrew. DiLLMANN in his Commentary,

1886, is even less favorable to the Greek. Bennett in S.B.O.T.,

1895; translation and notes, 1899, follows DiLLMANN in alleging

deliberate alteration on the part of the Greek scribe. Steuer-

NAGEL in his Commentary, 1899, favors the Greek. Carpenter

and Battersby, The Hexateuch, 1900, again reject the Greek

and favor the Hebrew, as does HOLZINGER, Commentary, 1901.
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Holmes in his Joshua, the Hebrew and Greek Texts, 191 4,

alleges the superiority of the Greek. In this investigation, I

have endeavored to set aside in categories both those changes

and variations which throw light upon the intelligence and

reliability of the Greek, and those additions and corrections

which may be called glosses, as an aid in the recovery of

the Hebrew text as it existed at the time the Greek trans-

lation was made.
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I. THE GREEK VERSION

I. ORTHOGRAPHICAL VARIATIONS.

(a) Corruptions in the Greek.

A comparison of the Hebrew and Greek texts yields a

variety of orthographical material. No class of material is more
subject to error than proper names. In passage from one

language to another, they give especial difficulty. An exhaustive

study of the proper names in the Greek Old Testament is a

weighty work that has not been forthcoming as yet. Witness

the difficulty of the Assyrian in putting into cuneiform even

Semitic proper names. They were carefully spelled out syllable

by syllable, and their reading and pronunciation were often

conjectural. Mere names of persons and places are hard to

render. Often they are without intimate connection with the

context. Scholars speak of carelessness, but some errors are

almost unavoidable. The Greek renders the name of "Nun",

in the phrase "Joshua son of Nun", as NAYH. There is thus

a confusion of N and H in the very name of the hero of the

book, see SwETE, Introduction to the 0. T. in Greek, p. 480,

note 2. This error is constant for Joshua. The confusion of

Eglon and Adullam, Jos. 10:3, 5, 23, 34, 2>7 > ^^ first sight

seems difficult, but resolves itself into a mere confusion of

the letters J and T. In transcribing Hebrew proper names into

Greek, and in the subsequent recopying, the usual ortho-

graphical errors were made.

Aside from the proper names, there are the corruptions in

the Greek itself which are easily located and explained. They

may or may not have arisen subsequent to the translation.
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They do not of course witness to a different Hebrew text,

but rather have to do with the history of the Greek text

itself. Any text going back to an ancient manuscript that

has been copied and recopied, will exhibit this class of errors.

3 : 8. |X£ao; (B) for [xspo; (AF).— 3 : 16. Iott] (2°) (B) for eU xf^

(M*); 12 cursives have et?.

—

4:4 xuiv ivSo^tov for ouc, evsSei^ev.—
5:12. xoopav (body) for '/^(opa.'^ (land).— 9:4 oSfitov (B) for ovcav

(A).— 11:6. T£tpo7ra)[ji£vou? for T£tp(0{jL£voui;.

—

12:2. |X£po? for

fieoo?.

—

(b) Conftision of Letters.

GiNSBURG, Introduction to the Hebrew Bible, 1897, pp. 291 ff.,

cites a number of examples of errors which go back to the

texts as written in the ancient alphabet. He instances i< and

n, "* and 2{, i and D, as sufficient to establish this fact. Delitzsch,

Die Lese- imd SchreibfeJder im Alten Testament, collects and

classifies a large body of such material. The Greek is a valu-

able aid in finding errors of this character that have been made,

not only in the translation and transcription of the Greek

version, but also in the Hebrew itself The confusion even a

little error of this character can cause, is illustrated by liSifm

lONm of Jos. 2
:
4. Delitzsch thinks the 1 of ("l)3Di}m an erroneous

reduplication, (see lib under 1). The Greek reads DiSSJTl.

Socin on the basis of the erroneous liDSm, finds an indication

that one of the two sources (J and E) referred to but one spy.

« and y 2:8; 3:8.

—

1 and 1 11:17.—3 and D 4:18; 9:5;

1 1 : 14.—n and 03:16; 8 : 33 ; 12:5; cf Hi^S and riiJDN, 2 K.

5:12; Delitzsch 114c. 2 and J? 3:4.—3 and S i:i8.—i and "7

10:34.—i and p 7:23.—T and H ii:2i.—1 and "? 11:14.

—

n and 1 3:16; 6:18; T.T; 8:33; 9:4; 10:3; 10:34.—n and D

1:13; 11:14.—^ and n 11:4.
—

"? and n 4:5.—i and » 5:1.

—

i and D 2:14; 11:4.— 1i and DD 3:3; 4:6; 2:14.—Tj;n and

'yn 7:3; 8: 18; 8:28.—TVn and p«n 2:14.—- (Makkef) and
'' 3:9.— (Makkef) and 1 11 : 15.—«1p^"l and Kn-'l 6:6.—Other

confusions: l : 16, 18
; 4: 3,6, 7, 18 ; 8:8, 24; 9:9, 14; I0:ii.

—

Indistinct text: 2:14; perhaps also 3:12; 4:24.

(c) Abbreviations.

The well-known fact that abbreviations occur on coins, and
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are used frequently in the post-Biblical Hebrew writings, as

well as in the Massorah of Biblical Mss. , leads to the question

of their use or non-use in the Hebrew text itself. GiNSBURG,

Intro, to the Hebrew Bible, chapter V, pp. i65fif., discusses

this question. He appeals to the witness of the ancient vers-

ions as bringing the witness of a pre-Talmudic text. He
finds evidence in the Greek that the translator had a Hebrew

text before him in which abbreviations occurred. He cites

Gn. 47 : 3, where Vn« was rendered •"JDT* TI^, showing that the word

Vns was read as"^ V"n«, an abbreviation. In Ex. 8 : 23, IDS^ is

read 1D« niiT. In 2 S. i/: ii, ^1p2, the suffix was abbreviated

as shown by the Greek which read D2"lp2. Ginsburg adduces

many other separate examples, especially in Chapter XII of

his Introduction, where he describes the manuscripts used in

the Massoretico-Critical edition of the Bible. In his description

of Add. 10455, PP- 569 ff., he cites «1 = }^n"1«1, "ItT^ = '?«"lty'', n =
mK2, as typical examples. Some of the variations between

the Hebrew and the Greek in pronominal suffixes, and in the

person and number of verbs, can best be explained by assum-

ing that the endings were abbreviated and their interpretation

left to the reader or translator.

Final H: 5:6; 9:5; lO: i ; ii : lO; II : 23.— Omission of ^:

5 : 15 ; 6: lO; 7 : II.—Divine name: 2: il (G); 4: 5 ; lO: 13; ii : 15.

Also the Greek reading of \yrh)^ for DD\-I^« or T'"'*'^^ seems

to bear witness to an abbreviation of this form of the divine

name; 1:17; 3:3,9; 4 = 23 (bis); 10:19.

The mistake 'T'Vn for "'^n in Greek 7:3; 8 : 18, 28 may have

been due to its being taken as an abbreviation of T'^H instead

of as a proper name. Cf. also 6:3 where "T^ynTlN is rendered

by the Greek as 7\T\^.

The omission, addition, or arbitrary change of the suffix in

the following cases may be regarded as the testimony of the

Greek to abbreviation in the text before it : i : 5, 6 ; 2:13; 3:3,

10; 4:8,23; 6:17, 18; 7:7; 8:14; 10:19; II :23.

The change in verbal form in the following cases bears

testimony to abbreviations in the Hebrew manuscripts: 1:16;

2:4,10; 4 = 6,7; 6:3.
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Other cases: 2 -.J ^"inN for XinHN NHDl— 6:9 ^iB*? for ^ "'iD^

or D3^:£)'?.—8: 14 "llT^ for 'PKIty^ cf. Ginsburg p. 522.-11:16

nn^Bty the Greeks takes as a plural.

2. ACCIDENTAL OMISSIONS.

The Greek is not more prolific of accidental omissions than

the Hebrew. We have homoioteleuton in the Greek in the following

passages: 2:13, 21 ; 6:15b and i6a, 22; 7:17b and i8a;

8:iib-i3, 26; 10:37. Other omissions: i : 8 ; 2:5; 6:3; 8:5;

II :7.

For the Hebrew we have the following cases of accidental

omission: Homoioteleuton: 2:i; 9:27; 10:12,30,35.—Haplo-

graphy: 3 : 8.—Others : 1:15; 2: 16; 8: 14; 9:1.

3. EDITORIAL OMISSIONS.

More serious in their bearing on the character of the Greek

translation are the following types of variations: Anti-anthro-

pomorphisms in 5:6; 9:14.—Anti-physiognomical omissions.

The Hebrew language is fond of phrases referring to parts of

the human body, e. g. ear, eye, face, hand, mouth, etc. The

Greek omits such in cases where the sense can be preserved

without them: 10:14; 10:27.

4. ERRORS IN TRANSLATION.

Bearing more directly on the character of the Greek as a

translation are those variations which have to do with a mis-

understanding of the text before the translator. Whether he

merely did not know the proper meaning of the word before

him, or whether the text was indistinct, is sometimes hard to

decide.

(a) Geographical Terms.

These are a prolific source of misunderstandings. Joshua

by virtue of its subject matter abounds in such terms. In

Jos. 10:40 we have "all the land" as conquered, defined as

"The Mount, and the Negeb, and the Shephelah, and the

Slopes". Two other passages in Joshua, 11 : 16 and 12 : 8, refer
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to the geographical features of Western Palestine as a whole,

see George Adam Smith, The Historical Geography of the

Holy Land, 1897, Appendix I. The Greek, in order to render

the geographical terms in these twelve chapters, resorts to

transliteration, double rendering, and interpretation with ex-

planatory addition. SwETE, Intro, to the 0. T. in Greek, p. 326,

cites a case in Gn. 12:9 where the Greek substitutes for a

difficult word, one more intelligible to a Greek reader, and for

3in reads tj IpYjfioi;,

Misunderstood geographical terms: 3:16. naiyn. G trans-

literates "x\pa[:la.— 5:6. "Q1». G + the doubletMaopap£tn5i.— 10:40.

nntysn. G transliterates tV 'Aoyjou)6.— 10:40. !3Ji. G Na^ai.—

1 1 : 2. 3:ii. G nii.— I r : 2. nmy. G transliterates 'Papa.— 1 1 : 2.

I^BSD. GpTSand + nm.— 11 :2 Q'^D. G misunderstands and places

in V. 3.— II: 16 3:ii. G aSsp (aYsp;.— 12 : i nniyn. G trans-

literates "Apa^a and + Y^v.— 12 :8 3J1 G NdtYsp.

(b) Misunderstood Text.

In addition to the geographical terms noticed above, there

are other words and phrases which became subject to error, as

follows: I :9. «l^n. G l5ou = Biblical Aramaic l'7«.— i : 16. lilT'lS.

G ii^ mu.— 1: 18. lii^fn. G i"? ms.— 3:4. Dty'rty ^iDnfi. G inserts

xal to render the idiom which it does not fully understand

;

cf 4:18.—3:14. ^«tyi. G ISti'i.—4: 18. Ipni. G eerjxav. It is

rendered correctly by dTroouotu) in 8 : 6.—4 : 24, D^a\T^2 . G iv

iravxl IpYfp = "13*1 ^33.— 6:li. T\T\\^ DJ^B G euQeu)?. Otherwise

6:14 SYYuQev; 6: 16 itspioSoc; 10:42 sU airaS ; 6:15 e^axi?

(correctly).—7 : 7. libsin. G xaxefistvafxsv.—7 : 2 1 l^ity. G noixtXiqv.

Perhaps the Greek read "lyty miN, cf. Gn. 25 :25. For a similar

interpretation of a word whose correct meaning seems to have

been unknown to the translator, compare Gn, 37:3. The

translation j^ixoiva tcoixiXov has given rise to our erroneous "a

coat of many colors", instead of "a coat of long sleeves", see

John Skinner, A Criticaland Exegetical Commentary on Genesis,

Edinburgh, 1910.-9:10. p3B>n. G 'Afioppaicov. Perhaps due

to the preceding occurrence of ''IttNn.— lO: i. 10''^ti'n. G
aoTofioXTjoav. The meaning of the Hiphil, "to make peace" was

not known, see Holmes, in loco. Cf also 11:19.
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5. THE GREEK AN INTELLIGENT TRANSLATION.

The above corruptions militate against the Greek as compared

with the Hebrew, but do not necessarily greatly diminish its

value as a translation. We must not insist in every case upon

the minutiae. The following cases give evidence that the Greek

was fairly accurate and intelligent as a translation: changes

due to grammar and syntax; changes in which allowance is

made for certain license in translating; double omissions and

additions; and the various glosses to be treated later.

(a) Changes Due to Grammar and Syntax.

These are well illustrated by the omission of UK as sign of

the accusative; e. g. va i : i6 for DyriTIi^, the Greek uses the

dative; in i : i8 for T'BTlfc^ the Greek uses mo and a dative.

(b) Translator s License.

The Greek omits the conjunction 1 in the following cases

and makes thereby a good translation : i : i *10fc<^1
; 3 :

3 nnsi

The Greek inserts the conjunction "I before the following

words and makes a good translation : i : 5 "j^V ; i : 7 T\W^b
;

I: II nn«; 1:14 ^^BtS; 2:1 1«n
; 3:4 DtJ'^jy

; 3:7 "I^V; II: II

«^; II: 18 n>n"i D^»\

The following exemplify that variable element existing in

the subjective nature of the translation: i :2. "imano. G^^O and

makes the word the object of Tini, perhaps less accurately.

—

1:5. l^iS^. G u|xd)V. The Greek interprets collectively, but is

in error for the Hebrew is better.— i : 8. IttBTl. G eIS^;, usually

(puXd($so6e, Deut. 11:32. Cf. however the lack of uniformity in the

treatment of common verbs. ]ni has thirty different renderings in

the Greek Old Testament— i : 11. 03*? li^DH. G ^^ DD'?. The

middle of the verb gives the sense.— i : 13. IT'itt. G reads the

finite xaxsTCauoev.— i : 14. Dmtyi. G xal aofiaj^rjosxe auxoi? spe-

cifying how the help is to be given; ^^nn ^"12:1 "tD. G ira? 6

loj^uuDv. Cf. the rendering in 6
:
3 ouvaxou? ovxa? iv loj^ui.

—

2 : 5 D'^ii'iK. (2°). /^ G. In 2 : 9 the word is rendered by auxou?.

—

2: 19, 20. lU'fc^"!^ 10T. This word gives trouble to the translator.

—3:2. mpn. G 5id.—3:3. nn«i. ^G.—3: 13. "hT^ meo.

Grenders 01 1x686? as in 4:18.

—

4:1. It^iO ^^"'^. G xal eixei.

—
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4:9- ^'^^"^ lim. G sv auxo) xip *lop5c(VT(]. We cannot regard

this as a variant. "Jini is sometimes rendered by h with the

dative, cf. Ju. 7:16.-4:18. pTH ^ino. G pT.Tp.—6:9, 16.

nnsity^ ^ G. The idea is included in the verb.—6:20. n^T^fl.

n^nj G Sfxa. The word may also be an addition.— 10 : 2.

ns^oan "'ij;- G xtov {XTjxpoTtoXswv.— lo: n, D"'i"i inc^i. G xal

Iysvovxo irXeiou; ol KTroQavovxE?.—10:19. DHIt? Dniitl. G "and

take the hindmost of them", cf.Deut. 25: 18.— 10:24. IC^"*!. aG+
XsYtov aoxol?.

—

11:13. D^H'by nnoyn. G xa? x£j(a)[iaxia[X£va?.

)^u)vvu[xi in the passive means of cities "to be raised on their

mounds". F (mg) K and five cursives add pedantically eui xwv-

61V10V auxcuv, a good example showing how glosses and doublets

arose.

In the treatment of lON^ the Greek shows some freedom.

It is generally rendered by Xeycov, in 4 : 22 by Sxi. It is omitted

in 1:12; 3:6; 4:3; and added in 4:7; 6: J; 10:24.

(c) Double Omissions.

The Greek is consistent in the following double omissions,

see Holmes, Intro, pp. 3 fT.

:

I: II and 1:15: nntJ'-|'?, HflS DntrTI.— 2: 17 and 2:20:

liny^EJ^n "itJ'K—2:11 and 2:12: mnOO. This word is rendered

correctly in the Pentateuch.—6
:
4 and 6:^. "l«ty^ D-'ina nynj^l

niiT ]n« ^isV D^^n^ 7\r\mii nyntj'.—6:19 and 6:24. ^^31.-7:1

and 7:15. ninn.—8:9 and 8:13. ^nn ^v^T^ rb^hi ytyi.T ]^^"i

nyn.—8:31 and 8:34. ISD.—8:15, 8:20,8:24. inifi.— iO:ii,

iO:i8, and 10:27. ^'^'^-— 12:9-24. ^^«.

The Greek is consistent in the following double additions:

5:2 and 5:3, adds dxpoxojxo? to D''15{.— 2: 10 and 5:6, inserts

p« before DnSO.

(d) Aniplijicatory Tendency.

The Greek has a tendency to amplify and fill out certain

important phrases. Its witness to the use of these phrases in

the text before it is therefore weakened. We cannot decide

whether this merging of distinctions took place at the time of

the making of the translation or at some later time. From
the point of view of a documentary analysis on the basis of

distinctions in words, the Greek is unsatisfactory. In chapter
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two for example, the Greek nowhere distinguishes between

D^'tJ'iN and D"'iyi, or between b^'\ and "isn, distinctions of

importance if we are to make a more satisfactory analysis of

this chapter than exists at present.

This tendency to merge distinctions and to amplify phrases

is illustrated in the rendering of the word ]T1i<n, or the phrases

in which it appears. The earlier forms of this word are either

filled out by the Greek to correspond with the known Deuter-

onomistic usage, or else lost. W. R. ARNOLD, Ephod and Ark,

Cambridge, 1917, has demonstrated the importance and interest

of this word. The following are the Greek renderings in these

chapters of Joshua: 6:4. ]nKn, the entire verse is wanting in

the Greek.—3:15 (bis); 4:10. piNn becomes rT'ian '^'y^TS

(Deuteronomistic).—6:9. pisn becomes niiT JT*")! p"1«n.—4:5;

6:7, 13. 7\\X\^ pnN becomes VMX'.—4: ii; 6: 12. m.T p"lK becomes

niiT nna p-i«n.— 3:6 (bis); 4:9. n^ian pi« becomes p-i«n

mn^ nnn.—3:8,14. nnnn pi« remains the same.~6:6. ]n«

n''12n, the entire clause is wanting.— 4:18. mrf T^'yi p"iK

remains the same.—3:11. p^.T^D pn« nnSH p"l« remains the

same, pn« = xupiou.— 3 : 13. pnx.T'jD piS ni,T pi« becomes

like 3:11.-4:16. nnyn pis becomes nnj?n n'«"ia p"IK.—4:7.

ni.T rro. pi« becomes pi«n-'?3 (mn^) ]n« T\^'yir\ )nK.

Divine Name: I:i5; 2 : 10. mn'' becomes liVl^S mn''.

—

2:12; 5:1. mrT" becomes D\n'7N ninV— 6:17. mn*" becomes

mfsll m.T.— 1:14. DD\nb« becomes DD^nns \n'?«.—4:5. m.T

n\n'?« becomes ni.T.

Other Phrases: 6:i8; 8:24,35; iO:io, 11. ^Slt^ becomes

^Slty^ ^in.—3:7, 17. ^«nty^-^D becomes '?«"m'^ ^ir^3.— lO: 20.

•jsnty^ ^in becomes ^«"ltJ>'' ^ir^3.-4:14. '?S1tJ'^-'?D becomes

Vsnii'^ Dr'?3.— 9:27. my becomes mV'T'?^.— 6 : 5, 20 (bis).

nyn becomes DJ;.t'?D.— i : 11. Hinttn becomes DJ^H Hino.—9: 6;

10 : 6. n:non becomes "PSnty^ nin».—2:10. OnifD becomes pi«

n'^ISD.— 10:28, 30, 33. T"lty becomes B^^BI TltJ^.



II. GLOSSES IN THE HEBREW AND THE GREEK

We must bear in mind the phenomenon of glossation. This,

of course, may be seen in almost any text, but it is more

peculiarly a phenomenon of oriental and especially of the

Hebrew and Aramaic languages. Due to Hebrew and Aramaic

style and grammar, additions can be made to a text written

in these languages so easily and so naturally as not to destroy

the sense or break up the writing to any extent. The Greek

text may lend itself to glossation, but not with the same

facility as a Hebrew or Aramaic text. The anticipation of the

object by a pronominal suffix is an Aramaic construction, which

readily gives opportunity for the glossator. He may repeat an

object of a verb by mere addition of the r\i< followed by its

definite accusative. He may simply add M"*! or the 1 with any

desirable verb, and the constant repetition of some of these

simple verbs throughout the Old Testament, especially in the

books which have suffered most at the hands of scribes, points

to this method of addition. Whole clauses are readily added.

Adjectives may be inserted after names and escape detection.

The periodic style of Hebrew diction gives abundant opportunity

for this on a scale much larger than in any other language.

The difficulty of detecting such additions even where one has

a parallel text for comparison, and where there is a guide in

the meter of poetry, is shown by the difficulty of the text-

critic in dealing with the prophets. The later Hebrew, or the

Hebrew as it passes over into Aramaic, becomes more and

more adaptable to the glossating methods of editorship. This

is just the period in the history of the language which was

crucial in the handing down of the books of the Old Testament,

and a study of the methods and results of editing our Old
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Testament writings in the light of our knowledge of Aramaic

commentators and scribes is a valuable work yet to be done.

It is probable that just as Lagarde has laid down certain ac-

cepted laws in regard to the Greek variants to H, so certain

canons may be laid down in the matter of the glosses.

That these phenomena of glossation are more particularly

a matter of later style is shown by the consideration of late

texts, where the glossator is not content with mere additions,

but h^g hand appears in the revising of whole passages, so

that the very style of the work itself is that of the glossator,

and the writing takes on more and more the periodic movement

which comes to characterize it.

An interesting example of all this is found in the Hebrew

text of Ecclesiasticus, the first fragments of which were dis-

covered in the year 1897. Scholars already had in their

possession the Greek and the Syriac. One of the Hebrew

manuscripts, Ms. B, is curious because of the marginal glosses

which appear on both margins. Some of these glosses merely

change the form, others involve changes of meaning. At times

they conform to the Greek, at times to the Syriac. They

show undoubtedly the readings of another manuscript, which

has been found, known as Ms. C. In some places the same

verse appears in a double form, one agreeing with the Greek

and one with the Syriac, probably to be explained as a retrans-

lation of one or the other of these. Thus, as can be seen,

the text of Ben Sira as we have it, is an interesting example

of the work of glossators. It can be dated as belonging to a

certain definite period of the language, even if there is dispute

as to its exact date. The peculiarities of its language can be

readily seen, its literary form, and the style of its composition

can be definitely related to the Old Testament and to the

classical Hebrew language. As a source for the study of

glosses it is unexcelled. The variants readily show the errors,

the additions, and the rectifications (cf. ISRAEL L^VY, The

Hebrew Text of the Book of Ecclesiasticus, Preface; cf also

the commentaries).

The text of Joshua has not been dealt with by successive
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scribes and editors to the same extent as that of Ben Sira,

but to hold that it has suffered editorially is to maintain the

most probable explanation of the wide divergence of the Hebrew

from the Greek. We have often the same phenomena as

characterize the Hebrew text of Ben Sira. We have too the

comparison of the versions to make, first in importance, the

Greek. We have in the Hebrew and Greek texts of Joshua

two texts once practically equivalent. The variants, no matter

what reason we may give for their introduction, show the

subsequent fortunes of the texts. It is increasingly difficult as

time brings decay to a text, and scribes add their explanations

and comments, to fix definitely the original. In the more or

less wide divergence of these two texts, we have just the

element we seek. To claim that the Hebrew is everywhere

the original is to miss the truth. Both the Hebrew and the

Greek of Joshua have suffered thus. Indeed the Hebrew as

the original was far more liable than the Greek to be subjected

to the attempts of glossators and scribes who sought to clarify

and explain it. The Hebrew language lends itself readily to

such attempts. To say that the Greek deliberately or ac-

cidentally shortens the Hebrew text, leaves the fuller text of

the Hebrew without explanation. To show that the Hebrew,

like every other ancient text, was also subject to scribal and

editorial processes, and in many cases to be able to explain

the reason for these glosses, is to solve the problems and to

show at the same time the value of the Greek.

A careful comparison of the Hebrew and the Greek texts

of Joshua I to 12 shows a number of glosses. The discovery

that scribes and exegetes did not find the texts satisfactory

to their sense of pedantic exactness, we owe to the Greek

version. The phenomena to be considered are: (i) the Greek

additions; (2) the Hebrew additions as revealed by the omissions

of the Greek. The following classes of glosses are shown:

—

I. EXPLANATORY GLOSSES.

These have long been recognized as present in the text

of the Old Testament. They arise out of the very character
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of the text itself as being a sacred text. The glossator wished

to preserve, to clarify, and to interpret. His object was not

to incorporate additional matter into the text. The obvious

character of many of these notes makes them seem to us

unnecessary, but a literary feeling which could count verses

and letters, note peculiar coincidences, mark middle letters in

verses and books, and look for acrostic possibilities of finding

the divine name, could certainly produce additions like these.

There is probably no way in which we can determine when

these came into the text, but the fact seems established by

the present state and character of the text of the Old Testa-

ment. They are here listed separately for G and H, and

discussed in loco where discussion seems necessary.

Explanatory glosses in the Greek: 3:15,16; 4:5>5>6; 5:3;

6:1,3,8,8; 7:1,22; 8:29,34; 9:10; 10:2; 12:1.

Explanatory glosses in the Hebrew: 1:2,4,7; 2:1,2,15,

15,15,22; 3:17; 5:5,7,9,11,12; 6:1,5,11,13,13,15,17,22;

7:2,21,21,26; 8:9,14,29,31,32,33,34; 9:21,23; 10:1,2,13,

20,21,24,26; 11:4, 19-

2. GLOSSES FOR THE SAKE OF EXPLICITNESS.

The later desire for accuracy led to an almost unbelievable

pedantry. Subjects of verbs are added although their in-

corporation was not needed for the sake of clarity. These are

closely related to the explanatory glosses.

Greek glosses for the sake of explicitness : 2:4; 3:6,15;

4:10, 19, 23; 5 :4; 6:14, 20, 21; ^ ;6, 25; 8:5, 14, 32; 9:6,26;

10: 12.

Hebrew glosses for the sake of explicitness: 2:5,9; 4:5;

8:14,33; 10:28; 11:14.

3. AMPLIFICATORY GLOSSES.

(a) These are the most common of all. As a rule their

omission from or addition to the text has little bearing upon

the historical content. They show the attempts of successive

generations of scribes and editors who were unwilling to lose

any matter that might have anything to offer as to the meaning
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of the text, and so incorporated all that came to hand. This

amplificatory tendency is readily apparent in a chapter like

chapter ten. There, when the Deuteronomic history is in full

swing, the glossator delights in the repetition of the full formula

as the capture of each city is mentioned. In verse 37 they

take Hebron and smite it with the edge of the sword; "and

the king thereof" is added, although the king has already been

disposed of according to verse 26.

Amplificatory glosses in the Greek: 2:3,21; 4:7; 6:1,5,

5, 20, 20, 23, 23, 25 ; 7 : 14; 8:35; 9:18, 24; 10 : 24, 32, 33, 39;

II :7, II.

Amplificatory glosses in the Hebrew: i : 1 1 ; 2 : 3, 10, 20, 23;

4:21,21; 5:1,1,14,15; 6:10,15,15,16,19,20,21,24,26; 7:2,

2, 2, 4, 5, II, II, 13, 15, 21, 24, 25; 8 : I, 2, 4, 4, 4, 7, 17, 24, 29;

9 : I, 6, 9, 10, 12, 20, 24; 10 : 5, 18, 22, 23, 23, 24, 27, 28, 28, 32,

35. 37' 37, 39, 4i. 43; 1 1 : 12, 14, 16, 22, 22; 12 : 2, 4.

(b) Under the caption Amplificatory Glosses, we should

include those glosses which intensify meanings. They merge

into the class noted above.

Intensificatory glosses in the Greek: 2:20,24.

Intensificatory glosses in the Hebrew: 1:7, 15; 2:2; 3 : 12.

4. DOUBLETS.

These form an interesting class of additions. They arise

out of some difficulty with a word in meaning or interpretation,

or else out of a desire to add an additional reading or inter-

pretation.

Doublets in the Greek: i:8; 2: 18; 3:16; 4:5; 5:1,2,3,

6, 6, lO; 6 : 5, 7; 8 : 24; 9:4, 5, 10, 20, 22; 10 : 2.

Doublets in the Hebrew: i : I5(?); 2:3; 4:7; 6:25.

5. HARMONISTIC GLOSSES.

These serve the purpose of making the text smooth and

consistent by making two parts of a verse or chapter- agree,

or serve to add words or phrases in the spirit of other books.

An interesting and characteristic example is found in 3:1.

The passage starts with a singular verb, with "Joshua" as the
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subject, but soon turns to a plural. The Greek preserves a

singular in place of the plural "and they removed". The

Hebrew adds the harmonistic gloss "he and all the children of

Israel". We have also examples of the addition of a harmo-

nistic "and".

Harmonistic glosses in the Greek: i:i5; 3 : i, 3, i6; 4:9;

6:23, 24, 26b; 8:21.

Addition of harmonistic "and" WJ; 8:33; 9:1; 10:24.

Harmonistic glosses and revisions in the Hebrew: 1:1,4;

2:3,9; 3:I» I0» II. 16; 4:2, 3, 3,4, lO; 5:2, 7, 10; 6:3b, 4,

7, 8, 15, 20, 22; 7:17, 17, 17, 17; 9:17, 23; 12:5, 9-24.

6. ANTICIPATORY GLOSSES.

The insertions or glosses which may be called anticipatory

may or may not be harmonistic. Usually however they are

added for the purpose of making the passage consistent

throughout. These glosses are noteworthy because they

sometimes include entire clauses and even verses. Where these

glosses occur in the Hebrew, they tell in favor of the intelligence

and originality of the Greek, and militate against the theory

which holds that the Greek in its additions and omissions is

everywhere a revision of the Hebrew, as against the theory

of independent revision and working over of each text. Had

the Greek translator been a reviser, he would have translated

the first occurrence of the word or phrase and omitted the

second, see Holmes, p. 6i.

Anticipatory glosses in the Greek : 2:19; 4:8; 8:i8; ii:2.

Anticipatory glosses in the Hebrew: I :2, 14; 2:9, 12, 14,

17; 3:13, 13; 4:2, 3; 6:3b, 3c, 4, 5, 6; 8:8a, 15b, i6a, 20b.

7. OTHER VARIATIONS.

In addition to the above glosses, we must list for the sake

of completeness, variations in text not hitherto explained. They

are cited and discussed in loco: 1:7, ii; 2:i, 14, 18, 19;

4:8, II, 13; 5:14; 6:2, 5, 13, 14, 16; 7:23; 8:7, 16, 18,

22, 24, 35; 9:3, 7, 24; 10:5, II, 24; 11:13.



CRITICISM OF THE TEXT.

CHAPTER I.

1. m.T nnv. ^ B. H + . Harmonistic to nt^a. This phrase

is used of Moses in Ex, 14:31 ;Nu. 12 :/, 8; Deut. 34: 5 ; and

18 1. in Joshua, applied to Moses. In Jos. 24:29 and Ju. 2:8

it is used of Joshua, and seems to be a later and more complete

attempt to compare Joshua to Moses (cf. the expression

nt^D mB'a here and in Nu. II: 28; and imt^a in Ex. 24:13;

33:11). Of the nine occurrences of the expression in Jos.

1-12, the Greek /\
3t. i : i , 15 ; 12 : 6.

2. riTn. ^B. H + . Anticipatory to "this Lebanon" 1:3.

V«"llJ'^ ""i^^
. /^ B. H+ . Explanatory to Dn^. Such anticipation

of the object is an Aramaic construction, see Holmes, in loco.

4. DTinn yMi b^. /\ B. H+ . Explanatory. The parallel passage

Deut. II :24 /^ the expression. This gloss preserves a good old

name for Syria.

^nn D\n. B TTJ; iox«'^'^? = P"^'^- Deut. 11:24; 34:2.

Harmonistic revision. The Greek here goes back to the older

term.

5. "I''iD^. B 6}x«)v. Either the suffix was understood as

collective, or else the text before the translator was abbreviated.

The Hebrew is correct and the Greek in error.

6. un^ab. B DD^n3«^. Abbreviated ending.

7. HHO. /^B. H + . Intensificatory. The translator might have

rendered this word as acpoopa Jos. 9:13; Deut. 3:5; 30:14;

or as Xiav Gn, 4:5.

nmnn-Vs. ^B. H + . Explanatory: original ItJ'^D or 1tr« ^DD.

"lIDn'^S. B + xai. G + . Harmonistic.

"liDD. B oLTz auxuiv. Harmonistic revision after the addition

of n-nnn or nninn-^2.

"f^Pi. B irpaoaTQ?. Exegetical; cf. Deut. 29:8.
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8. notyn, B el5f(?, other uncials oov^c. Perhaps the trans-

lator read b^^n. See Holmes in loco.

U. /^B. Accidental omission after the preceeding word.

n'^^sn. B + xal £uo5u)aei(?) xot? 65ou;. G + . A doublet. The

Sahidic version gives an interesting example of the kind of

gloss that frequently creeps into the text, when it adds

"Dominus" in the spirit of Gn. 24:21, 56. The words xa? ooou?

are not necessary to the sense when the passive of the Greek

verb is used. Cf. "I^Dirns n'h^in Deut. 28:29.

9. «"l^n. B l5ou. The Greek reads the Biblical Aramaic 1^«.

II. ninion. B + xou Xaou. Tendency to full phrase.

DD\i'?«. B DD^nas \n^«.

nn^i?. y^B. H + . Amplificatory in the spirit of Deut 3:18;

5 : 3 1 ; cf . V . 1 5 the expression nm« DHK'TI . The double omission

of the expression here and in v. 15 of the Greek seems to

point it out as a gloss.

13. iT'itt. B xaxsTiauoev. Delitzsch 129a would read n"'in,

citing this as an example of the interchange of the letters

and n. In this emendation, he follows Kautzsch and Ehrlich.

It is also possible that the Greek is making a uniform trans-

lation of two intentionally different forms in the Hebrew, the

participle being used to indicate the future, see Holmes in loco.

14. pTn nnvn ni^D. ^^B. H + . Anticipatory to v. 15.

15. ni.T (1°). B + DD(1i)\n'?«. H /^ . Accidental because of

similarity to the following word DDTI^V.

m.T nnV- aB. H+ . Harmonistic; cf. i:i; 12:6.

cnntyi. /^B + ty^«. The Greek read int^T ps"? t^^^, cf. Deut.

2:12; and Nu. 32:18 ^^hnl tyX; a Hebraism, and so likely

original.

nm« nntyn''1. ^B. H-t-. Intensificatory, cf . v. ii; or perhaps

a doublet of DDntJ'T. Delitzsch classes this gloss among his

"Entbehrliche Zusatze", cf. Delitzsch 159a.

16. lin^irJ. B IvxeiX-o 7j}xtv = 1i^ nn. An early error;

cf. V. 18.

17. ']^n'?«. B ti'^n^S. Perhaps abbreviated.

18. UllJn. B ivxeiX-fl ai)X(i)=1^ niS. Cf. v. 16.
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CHAPTER 11.

1. D''7il0. B xaxaaxoTreuoai ^ ISn?.

ti'in. /^B. H + . Explanatory to D^^ilO. A hapax leg. The

Greek in uncials N and F is a guess. A better suggestion

comes from the cursives efjsvz, which add xrjv y^v. y'\HT] was

added as an explanatory gloss, hence the corruption. The

letters S and t^ are easy to confuse in the older alphabets.

y^i^n is used with n'»'?J"l)D in Gn. 42:30; Jos. 6:22.

^:>b'). B + oi5uo veavioxot eU 'lepeixo) = "inn^ bn n^m»T\^l^.

H/^. Homoioteleuton ; cf. Ginsburg, Intro, p. 175.

2. nn. (behold). /\B. H + . Intensificatory.

n^^^n. y^B. H+. Explanatory. The Greek adds this gloss

in V. 3. If diSs represents the first Hin in the consonantal text,

the second Hin is also a part of this gloss.

3. "imT. B + "lO«M. G + . Amplificatory.

1S2 "Wii ybti . ^ B. The Greek omission makes the Hebrew

doublet evident. The two readings were (i) "jvfe^ D''i<in, and

(2) ^n^2b ixn "W^i^. In reading ybi^ with «2, perhaps the glossator

wished to avoid a reference to the idea of "coire cum femina"

(B. D. B. Hebrew Lexicon, p. 98 supra). Hence the explan-

atory in'^^b to which some scribe added 1N3 "Wii.

"jn'^S^. B + xrjv vuxxa. G+ . Explanatory; cf. v. 2.

hD. /\B. H+ . Amplificatory.

4. liSIJni. B sxpo^sv auxou? = DiD:jm. Both AV and RV
adopt the Greek without a note of explanation. Originally

^DSm, in which case the ending was added later, or else the

ending was abbreviated . Delitzsch 1 1 b thinks the 1 a redu-

plication of the "I in IDXm.

IDKm. B + auxoT?. G + . If the difficult p = Xsyouaa, then

on'? is an explicit addition on the part of the Greek.

nan ]\S» ^nj;i^ «^"l. /^B. H + . Anticipatory; cf. v. 5. If this

omission were due to revision on the part of the Greek, it seems

probable that the Greek would have omitted the second

occurrence of the phrase.

5. ino. y^B. G^. Accidentally before nn'«in«.

D^tyi«n (2°). ^B. H + . Explicit subject.
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/. ""inK. An interesting example of what I believe to be

a mere scribal variant is afforded by this word. The Greek

translates the words """ini^ 1"1JD by exXetoQT] xal k'(i\exo ui<,

X. t. X. = *1^WD \T1 : lyo. See Holmes. The Hebrew probably

read "n:iD "iV'i'n"! cf. Ez . 44 : i
; 46 : i , 12. Hence the Greek

ixXEtoQifj = IliD (13D) is probably correct. I believe that the

difficult ''ins or ""ini^l introduced a scribal note to a variant

equivalent to «i''inK KHDi, see Hahn, Biblia Hebraica, p. 1408,

"Clavis qua Masoretharum Notae," under ''^<"*i. This expression

for "Aliud exemplar" was written ^iriN (the "* being used for

the mark of abbreviation). This introduced another variant,

and came somehow into the text: (i) Dnnn« IBTl D^tyiSm

"lliD nj;t2^n"l
*****

" tit and (2) D.TinN n^BTin 1«2{^ (liySDI) nt^WD.

Three Mss. give niy« nn« and three others ItS'HD. The Greek

does not understand the ''infc^l as introducing a variant, hence

adds xal h[h^^zo = \T'"I, and thus combines two readings. That

the "'ini* has come into the text itself may be due to the fact

that it was commonly used after "liD (11JD); see the passages

in Ezekiel cited above, especially Ez. 46: 12. Delitzsch 100

a

would delete the word ""iriK.

8. DiT^y. B orf'^N. Confusion of « and J? due to preceeding

7\vb^ and following :i!in"'?y. Delitzsch 97 c.

9. ^y\. B/\. H + . Harmonistic; cf. the clause at the end

of the verse.

D^t^iSiT^N. B nn^. H + . Explicit object of the preposition.

DD^iDO '^'\\fX\ '•aty^-^D "IJDi ^21. /^B. H+. Anticipatory to v. 24.

10. ''D. /\B. H + . Amplificatory.

D^^iJtt. B + p« (i^AMO). Tendency to full phrase, or an

error.

Dn^tJ^y. B litoiTjaev. Attracted to xtSpto?; perhaps the ending

was abbreviated.

11. n\n^«. /^BF. AMN0 have the abbreviation 0s. The

omission in uncials BF may have arisen through the similarity

of the relative 2? and the abbreviation 6s. Hence the second

expression was omitted.

12. n»« rm'h onmi. /^B. H+. Anticipatory to v. 18 in

the Greek.
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13- ^n«-n«. B. ^n« n^n-n«. H^. Accidental omission;

cf. V. 12, where the Hebrew has the full expression.

li'TlB'Bi. B T^B^Di. The suffix in H may have been abbre-

viated, in which case the Greek read it as a singular.

TnriNTlS"!. B ^n^i '7DT1N1. The Greek reading seems confirmed

by V. 1 8. The expression could be easily confused because

of the context.

14. ""IJI n« 1T:n n'? D«. ^B. H+. Anticipatory to v. 20.

HNll. B IttNm. Holmes suggests that the text was indistinct,

and the reading lOSfll for HMI arose, or else after "li"? became

DD?, the words xal auxYj siTrev were inserted.

psn-riN. B Tj;n-n«. Confusion of letters.

^^h. B WDb. Confusion of letters.

15. b^n^. y\B. H + . Explanatory.

noinn Tpn nn^n ''D. ^B. H+. Explanatory.

rQtS'V «M nonai ^B. H + . Explanatory. To regard these

last two as explanatory comments seems the best way to

remove the difficulty involved in the position of Rahab's house.

The Greek does not consistently revise the Hebrew, for glaring

inconsistencies are rendered elsewhere.

16. n^aiin. B + DDnn«. H^. Accidentally because of

following ^riNI.

17. linvatrn ntr«. ^^B. H + . Anticipatory to v. 20.

18. p«n. B TJ^n TVip2. The Greek is better; cf v. 14.

mpriTli^. B + xal 6rja£i?. Variant for sxotjosi?. Perhaps also

riK was read as mx, see Holmes in loco.

19. D^pJ. B + T&Spxo) oou xouT(i) G + . Anticipatory to v. 20.

12'n\nn 1\ DK. The Greek takes this prase with v. 20

and for n reads ri\iaq = U3.

20. i:nj;Dtyn Ityx. ^^B. H + . Amplificatory. Greek adds

Touxq). G+ .

21. '^liT "Itypm. /^B. Homoioteleuton, HoUenberg and others.

ia«m. B+ nnb. G + . Amplificatory.

22. n^BTin UtJ^ nj;. a^. H + . Explanator>^ cf. v. 16.

23. 1«n*'1. ^B. H + . Amplificatory.

24. yMin. B + ntn. G + . Intensificatory.
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CHAPTER III.

I. lyD''! . B du^ev, A auTipov, FMN0 aTiTjpav. Unless the

reading in B is an error, the singular has come in as harmo-

nistic revision under the influence of the singular ojp&piosv.

V«"ie^^ ^^2-b2) «in. /,BAM0. H+ . Harmonistic. Elsewhere

only Nu. 27:21. Verses 1-3 show clearly the writer's, or

editor's, style. Verse i begins with the Joshua theme in the

common expression y^)Tl'^ DDU'*'! which occurs in Jos. 3:1;

6:12 followed by a verb in the plural; and in Jos. 7:16; 8:10

followed by a verb in the singular. The expression yU'') * * * *

IND'^I occurs in Jos. 3:1; 9:17. In Jos. 8 : 10 occurs an ex-

pression similar to this gloss, but with a singular verb. The

common expression is IDJ^ bN1ti'"'"^31 yJi^lH"' Jos. 10:29, 31, 36;

and others.

3. DDM^«. B 1i\n^«. Abbreviated text, or else mere con-

fusion of DD and "li. Cf. confusion of DDb and 1i^.

D^iriDn. B + T)}iu)v. Abbreviated text.

DMSi. B+ xai. G+ . Harmonistic. Perhaps the xai was added

merely for the sake of a smooth translation, in which case the

gloss was unintentionally incorporated.

4. mOD* B oxr]a£o9£=-nDy. Confusion of letters, see Holmes

in loco.

5. IB'^pnn. B + ine^. H^^. Accidentally because of following

"inc. The phrase occurs in Jos. 7:13; Nu. Ii:i8; and is

idiomatic.

6. INLJ'"'!. B + oi Upet?. G + . Explicit subject.

8. nn«. B nny. Confusion of letters.

n^fp'lV- B lirl [isoou. Corruption of p-epou; (AF).

pT^. B + xai. H/\. Haplography with preceding i, see

Holmes, in loco.

9. "'"im. B 121. Confusion of '' with following "(Makkef).

See Delitzsch I34d.

DD\l74<, B 1i\lbi<. Abbreviated text, or possible confusion

of letters, see also Jos. 3:3.

10. yti'in^ -lOS^I. ^B. H + . Harmonistic. The words occur

at the beginning of the preceding verse.
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The Greek changes the order of Hivites and Perizzites, of

Amorites and Girgashites.

D3"'2B)D. B li'^iSO. The suffix was abbreviated, or possible

confusion of letters.

11. DD^iD*?. ^B. H+. Harmonistic; cf. v. 6. For pTl the

Greek seems to have read pITlTlS.

12. nnvi. ^B. H + . Intensificatory. The verse seems abrupt.

^ISitl'D. B, ^iao. Confusion; perhaps indistinct text.

13. lil m.T)n«. B + n^nnn. Kuptov is for ]n« which stands

for mn\ This is a late usage.

n'?VO^». ^B. H + . Anticipatory; v. 16.

inK ni. y^B. H+. Anticipatory; v. 16.

14. n NT1. ^B. H+. Amplificatory.

^Hm. B Tjpooav, AFMN 7jpav = 1«B'i. The Greek did not

understand the Hebrew idiom.

15. KOD. B + D-'inDn. G + . Explicit subject.

D"'On. B + Tou 'lopSavou. Dittograph; see Holmes in loco.

yap. B + Tiupuiv (D''t3n). G+. Explanatory.

16. D^Tn. B + xaT£pYj. G + . Doublet; equivalent to HT"went
down".

If 'IDp= acp£atTjx6?, laxTj is an error for si? tt(J.

]rns IIUD Iti'i^ Tyn mt?!. G acpoBpui? sou; [ilpou? xapiaQiapiji.

The entire expression seems to be of the character of a note

or addition to elaborate the words nt<0 pmn. If this be so,

the Greek preserves an older form of the note, and may be

equivalent to D^nnp (HjlJp IV IKO^ • When "I«on was corrupted and

misunderstood as m82, and IV as ^V or VV*^ (see Holmes), the

word Ityt? was added to indicate that this was an allusion to

a city near ]n")iJ. If we omit Itys the quantities are about

equal. We have harmonistic revision on the part of H.

ion. G + ea)?= 1tJ'« IV' G+. Harmonistic; added after the

addition of the doublet HT above.

nay. B noy. Confusion of letters.

17. pT[. ^B. H+. Explanatory; cf. 4:3 and also v. 12 of

this chapter. Delitzsch i5od regards this as a misplaced mar-

ginal variant to the verb inp, corresponding to "l^DH.
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CHAPTER IV.

2. DD^, y^B, H+ . Harmonistic. The Greek read IHp as a

singular. The command is to Joshua.

ntrj; D^iC. ^B. H+. Anticipatory to v. 3. The abrupt

character of 3:12 and the omission of this expression in the

Greek of this verse, make clear the manner in which anticip-

atory insertions were added.

3. D2^. ^B. H + . Harmonistic; cf. v. 2.

HTtt. /^B. H + . Harmonistic.

n''in3n ^"Pil nsOD. ^^B. H+ . Anticipatory to v. 9.

)"'3n. G £Toi[jt.oo;. H + . Explanatory. The Greek reads

as though it had D"'iD3 before it. See however 3:17, and also

cf. 3:12. This variation between the Greek and the Hebrew

gives an interesting example of interpretation on the part of

the Greek of a difficult passage before it.

4. "I^yn. B ^n. H + . Harmonistic. The Greek is consistent

in its omission; cf v. 2.

y'^Ti "nty^. B xuiv evoo^mv. Corruption for ou? ^vsSei^ev; see

Holmes in loco.

5. yfc5'"in\ ^B. H + . Explicit subject. It occurs in the

verse immediately preceding.

nin'' ]11^< ""iD?. B l[i.T:poo6£v jioo Trpo Trpo!3U)Tcou Kupiou =
nin^ "'iSJ^ '•iS'?. G + . Doublet. The Greek reads into the text

a doublet because of the abbreviation of mn''. Cf. Driver,

Samuel, p. Ixix, note 2. See Holmes.

DD'?. B+ixeI9£v = niO or Dt^D. G + . Explanatory.

nnfc<. B apaxoi. The Greek seems to have read a verb,

perhaps fHS , in which case we have here an example of con-

fusion of letters.

'•baB'. B+5u)S£xa. G4-. Explanatory.

6. D331p3, B x£i}i.£vov 5ia Ttavxo?. G + . Explanatory. Cf.

the Greek for TIDn in Ex. 28:30. D3mpa is rendered by the

verb and oixiv, cf. Gn. 24:3 [xex' auxdiv; Deut. 31:17 £v ejaoi;

Jos. 7:12 l\ 6|X{ov. The cursives dgnptw in verse 7 add

the same gloss to }i,VY)}i.6ouvov, adding xeijievoi (ei?).
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D3''in ]'\bm^ ^2. B li3 bm^ ^3. Perhaps the Hebrew text

was abbreviated.

DDb. B li*?. Confusion of letters.

7. DmOfc<1. B xal on. Abbreviated text.

Unb. B l^^b. The Greek is consistent with v. 6. Perhaps

merely an interpretation of a confused or an abbreviated text.

pTn. B + Ttotafio?. G + . Amplificatory.

pTH ^0 innDi ]-n^n. ^B. H+. Doublet. Cf. the words

pyn ^a''0 "iniDi in the first part of the verse. See De-

litzsch 86b.

8. V^in^ niS. B + mn\ G + . Anticipatory to the rest of

the verse.

"•IDStJ^ "IDDD^. B h T^ ouvxeXeicf t^; Biapaoso)?. Perhaps this

is equivalent to "iny'? ^K"ltJ''' ""Jn l»n-"lti'«D. Cf also v. i.

DiniM. B ^ the ending. Abbreviated text; cf. DniO«1 v. 7.

9. mtyj; D'^nti'l. B + aXXou?. G + . Harmonistic.

pITI linn. B + auxo). This is the translator's rendering of

the phrase rather than an addition in the Greek.

10. on. G + 'Itjoou?. G + . Explicit subject.

X?tyin-n« nt^D nir-ljys "pdD. ^^B. H + . Harmonistic; see v. 12.

11. Dyn ^iD^ n"'in3ni. B DiTis^ D^i3«m.

13. nmy. B TJ^n. The Greek does not understand this

geographical term. In 3 : 16 the word is transliterated. If it

is to be omitted as Holmes suggests, we have in this verse

an example of glosses added to the same word in''*l'« by both

Hebrew and Greek.

18. m'pya. B n^^p. Confusion of letters.

)'pr\i. B sQtjxav. In 8:6 the Greek renders the word cor-

rectly. If the Greek is equivalent to n"li2, cf. mSD ITliS n\TI

"•DH '^bir\ 3 : 14, we have a case of confusion of letters. Since

the subject D'^insn is expressed at the beginning of the verse,

its repetition is unnecessary ; hence it is omitted the second

time.

19. lirT*"!. B + 01 uiol 'loparjX. G + . Explicit subject.

21. '?«1tJ'^ ^ia-^« "ltt«^1. ^B. H+ . Amplificatory.

Dni2«-n« nnD. ^B. H + . Amplificatory; cf. v. 6.
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23- The confusion of pronominal endings in 1i(^2)'''^''^

(bis), Dn(D3)''iDa, and Dn(DD)"inj;, was probably due to an

abbreviated text.

ty'^mn. B + Kupio? h Geo; -ruiaiv. Explicit subject.

24. D''0\t'?D. B ^v uavxl spYti), AFMN0 iv Travxi XP^^M^-

CHAPTER V.

1. b^ (1° and 2°) also n»^ /^B. H + . Amplificatory; "ad

maiorem gloriam Israel".

"•iyiDH. B cpoLvtxri?.

•"IS. y^B. H+. Amplificatory.

]n"l\"I. B + uoxafiov. G + . Tendency to the full phrase,

linny. B supports the Qere, DinV. Confusion of and i,

see Del. 121.

DD"*"). B + xaxeTrXaYTi^av. G+. Doublet.

2. D''1S. B + usTpivQt?- G+ . Doublet.

2)'&). B xaeioa; = 2^.

n''ity. /^B. H + . Harmonistic.

3. O'lniJ. B + axpox6[ioo?. G + . Doublet.

nyna. B + xou xaXoujiEvou xottou. G + . Explanatory.

4. bo. B + xoo; uiou? Topa-fjX. G + . Explicit subject. In

verses 4, 5, and 6 the two texts differ widely, due to the

desire of each to explain why Joshua performed this circum-

cision. The Hebrew is fuller. There were strong reasons why

Hebrew scribes should attempt revision of this passage, espe-

cially in view of the fact here stated that some came out of

Egypt uncircumcised. See Holmes in loco. The chief differ-

ence between the two texts is the long explanatory note in

the Hebrew (v. 5) which is wanting in the Greek: "For all the

people who came out were circumcised, but all the people

who were born in the wilderness by the way as they came

forth out of Egypt, they had not circumcised."

6. niiT' blpn. B ivxoXoiv xo5 6eou. Anti-anthropomorphism.

•nniD. B + x^ MaopapEixiSt. G + . Doublet. The variants in

the cursives are interesting.
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D'^yanS. B+5uo = "'i^1. G + . Doublet; perhaps a corruption

of nitJ'. The final n may have been abbreviated.

7. -[Ml Dm« )bn-»b ^D Vn Wh^y ''2. B 5ia to autoo? Ysyev-

VTjoSai xaxa xrjv 66ov aTrepiTjxrjToo?. The Hebrew equivalent for

this Greek rendering is uncertain. At first sight "l^»"«V ''D seems

to be the doublet. But inasmuch as the incident is connected

with the etymology of m'?nj;n nyn:, v. 3, U^b"])} ""D may be the

doublet. In this case the reading "I^D'^*? "jmn Dmb%T ^D was

changed so as to make the addition of D'^Vlj; possible. H + .

Explanatory and harmonistic,

8. ^1Jn-^3. ^B. H + . Harmonistic. Cf. Nu. 14; Gn. 17;

and the Hebrew revisions in verses 2, and 4-7.

9. nrn DT'n nj;. ^B. H+. Explanatory.

ytyinv B+ol(pNaurj. Tendency to full phrase.

10. bihii2 lin'*'!. ^B. H + . Harmonistic. This verse con-

tinues the narrative of 4:19 (P), see Carpenter and Battersby.

The omission in 9b and loa may of course be accidental.

DT'T nmyn. B+ ev xcji Tispav xou 'lopSavou iv T(p TzeU^t =
nmVS I^Tn nnyn. G+ . Doublets.

11. nDSn ninoo. ^^B. H + . Explanatory. Where the phrase

occurs in the Pentateuch, the Greek translator has no difficulty.

He also renders mniaiO correctly, in the difficult phrase mn»0

nntyn. According to Ex. 13:5-7, provision is made for the

celebration of the nin''"jn when they shall enter Canaan. For

seven days ni^JD is to be eaten. The carrying out of this

provision is here recorded. In the Holiness Code the festival

of Pesach is celebrated at twilight on the 14th day of the

first month, cf. Lev. 23:5. The Hag of Massot belongs to a

later stratum and is observed for seven days beginning with

the 15 th day of the month, cf. Lev. 23:6. The phrase mriDO

nODn which refers to the 1 5 th day of the month (cf. Nu. 33 : 3),

was added by a glossator familiar with these provisions to

indicate that the provisions of the code were carried out in the

proper manner and at the proper time. See MORRIS Jastrow, Jr.,

"TAe Day After the Sabbath", AJSL, Vol.xxx, No. 2, January 1914.

12. mn»a. ^B. H + . Explanatory. Cf. v. 11.
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xoopav (B) is a corruption for /topav- pN (AFMN0). The

Greek verb xapi:iCo[xai could include the idea of the word nSUn.

]ViD. B tdiv cpoivUcuv.

14. ith. B auT(|i -V'7«.

innU'M. /^B. H + . Amplificatory.

15. "jbai. B xa)V TToSuiv, plural. Omission of '' as indication

of the plural.

p ytyin^ tyy^l. /^B. H + . Amplificatory. Cf. 10:23.

CHAPTER VI.

1. '?«-|ty^ ""in ^iSID. /^B. H + . Explanatory.

«SV. B + £$ aux^?. G + . Amplificatory.

2. HD'tO. B+ TC.V evauTfj= nmtS'« ornnatyintyK. The words

which are correctly rendered by the Greek, are difficult because

of the absence of a connecting particle, the lack of which

Codex B seems to have noticed and so added ovxa;. AV in-

dicates the state of the text by putting "and'' in italics. RV
adds "and" without note. Since the words parallel HDn^Dn Dy

in 8:3; 10
:
7; they may possibly be a variant to ''K'iK

non^»n v. 3.

3. DriDD. B n^DI. The Greek verb gives the sense "surround."

T^rrnt^. B auxf^- nni< . Perhaps the Hebrew was abbreviated.

bD. y\B. Since AMN0 have T:avxa?, the omission in B may

be accidental.

HDn^Dn. B+ xuxX({)--mD. Cf. 2K. II :8. G + . Explanatory.

The last nine words of the verse, 3b and 3c, are omitted

by the Greek. H-1-. Anticipatory to verses 11 and 14. The

words ^lil ^"^pT] served to indicate that Dn^D meant "to march

around."

4. ^B. H+ . Harmonistic and anticipatory. This verse gives

the order of the procession.

5. For the first eight words of this verse the Greek has

the reading xal ioxai to? av oaXTriorjXE z% oolXtzI^^i. If this

equals "IDItJ^n ']tffKi^, Vnm ^^p^i is the explanatory gloss, cf. Ex.

19:13. If some form of the verb Vpn is used with IBItJ' to

signify "toblow a trumpet" (as commonly, cf . Ju. 3 : 27 ; 6:34;
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I S. 13:3; I K. 1 :34;), then the entire phrase ^nvn y\p^ ^tyon

is an addition. The words ISIBTI ^IpTlX DDV»K^3 anticipate

verses 16 and 20. "1S1^ is first the war trumpet, and then

later the sacred instrument. I believe the words ^2"l\1, D'»^S1\

and D"*^2"I\T, to be glosses in this chapter. It is curious that

the Greek omits the word throughout. The one passage

where it might possibly be considered as in the Greek is in

V. 8, in which case we must suppose it to be rendered by

the unusual lepa? or by irapeXSIxuxjav . The meaning "ram's

horn" as given in B. D. B. Hebrew Lexicon, seems to depend

upon these passages in this chapter in Joshua, where the

Greek omits, and upon the phrase ^HTl ^ti'DS of Ex. 19:13,

where the Greek differs. Any discussion of this word must

go back to the passage in the Holiness Code in Lev. 25.

The words ^aVH nit!' seem to be a parallel for imn nitr.

Both birn and 'Tl'lin are rendered by the Greek acpEoi?. Cf.

Lev. 25:13, 28, 40, 50, 52, 54; Lev. 27:17, 18, 23, 24. In

rendering imn nitJ' of Ez. 46 : 17 ; Is. 61 : i ; and Lev. 25 : 10

;

by acpeoi?, the Greek makes im= ^2V in the sense of "liberation."

D^iT^D. B + ajxa. G+ . Anticipatory; v. 20 in the Greek.

vbTi':,. /^B. H+. Anticipatory to v. 20.

TOVi^ nyiin. B xal dvaxpaYovx(ov ao-aiv which may equal lyiH^I.

Dyn. B + '?3. G + . Amplificatory.

Dyn. B4-6p|i7joa?. G+ . Amplificatory.

nji. B + xaxa Trp6i3u)TT:ov. G + . Doublet.

6. «"lpM. B £l<3^X9ev= «n^1.

^U1 p«-n« l^ti'. ^B. H+. Anticipatory to verses 8 and 13.

7. nos''!. B supports the Qere^DK"'!. H+ . Harmonistic revision

to incorporate the gloss in 6b.

Vl'rn. B + ol (jLaxtH-ot = niDnVon ^tyi«. G + . Doublet.

8. DJ^n * * * * \T"I. ^B. H+ . Harmonistic; added after the

revision of 6b and 7.

niy. B + tuoauxo)?. G + . Explanatory and anticipatory;

cf. ntn DStyDD which the Greek omits in v. 15.

nnsiB'. B + Upoi?. G+ . Explanatory.

9. 'iS^. B e|iirpoo6Ev. This may have stood for "* ^'ixh. The
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Hebrew reviser altered this and added to D''iriDn the explanation

'jDNOm is difficult, perhaps a correction; see Holmes in loco.

10. nm D3"'D» «S^ »b). ^B. H + . Amplificatory.

nOK. B 6iaYYeLX-(]=n»S. ^ not written.

11. «)pnTj;n-n«. ^^B. AMN0+ xrjviroXiv. H+. Explanatory,

nns DVB. B does not unterstand.

mnon (2°). B sxEi = noB'.

12. B+ T'(] •^fAspcf -z^ Ssuxepcf = ''itJ'n DVi, see v. 14.

13. n"'^i\n. /^B. H + . Explanatory.

nnsityn Vipm "II"?!"! (1°). ^B. H + . Explanatory to D^D^n.

DiTis'?. B [XE-ca Ta5xa==Dnnn«.

nnsitya yipm "l^in (2°). B xal ol Upet; loaXTtioav xai; oaXTriY^t.

14. UD''!. B + 6 Xot:ro? o^Xo;. G + . Explicit subject,

"•ityn DV2. ^B. Inserted in v. 12 which is better.

15. \T1. /^B. H+. Amplificatory.

ntn t3Styi33. ^B. H+. Explanatory.

D^»VS V^tJ'- B kloLKii. Revision in the Hebrew.

intJ^n m^ya. /^B. H + . Amplificatory. The Qere is better

in any case; see Delitzsch, 107a.

""lil DT'a p"l. /^B. A possible case of homoioteleuton.

16. ^n^l. /^B. H + . Amplificatory; cf. v. 15.

nyn. B ^s-ity^ ^in.

17. IT'i^. B+aux^?. The suffix was perhaps abbreviated

in the Hebrew.

B omits the last seven words. H + . Explanatory. The form

nnS2nn is difficult; see Delitzsch, 58a.

18. Ittnnn. B eveu{XT]eivxe?=-n''Onn. Confusion of letters;

see Delitzsch, 95 a.

"im«. B rjjxa?.

19. ^"tD. /^B. AFMN6 have xai ira?. H + . Amplificatory.

20. nyn yTI. ^^B. H + . Amplificatory.

IVpri""!. B + . D^insn. G + . Explicit subject.

^"Ip ^ B. Perhaps accidental. ISlt^n ^1p is the usual phrase.

D^n. B + ^D. The ajxa which was added in v. 5 in anti-

cipation of the rendering here, may be a free rendering and

not an addition.
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Th\lii. B + xal la)(upqj. G+. Doublet. The word was omitted

in the Greek rendering of v. 5.

'psn'l. B + . auav. G + . Amplificatory.

"nii ty^«. /^B. H + . Harmonistic; cf. v. 5.

TVn-nS Hd'pM. ^B. H + . Explanatory.

21. "I»''"in''1. B read as singular and added yii^)iV^. G + .

Explicit subject

ntyi. /^B. H + . Amplificatory.

22. pNrrns. /^B. H + . Harmonistic; cf. chapter 2.

miin. /^B. H + . Explanatory.

ntS'^iTriK. B. a^XYjv.

1^ nnyntyi -ItJ^W. ^B. Homoioteleuton; cf. Ginsburg p. 181.

23. Dnj^in. B + Btio. G + . Harmonistic; cf. 2 : i.

D''^i*lJ3n. B + X7JV TToXiv. G + . Amplificatory,

INi"*!, B + eU T7]v olxiav x^? '^ovaix6<;. G + . Amplificatory.

3m. B + xTjv T:6pvr]v. G + . Explanatory.

24. "'^D. /\B. H + . Amplificatory; cf. v. 19.

mn^ n"*!. B/^ n'^n. H + . Explanatory.

B + S^in^. G + . Harmonistic; cf. v. 19.

25. iTn« n"<n-n«. B + b. G + . Amplificatory.

n'?"IB^«-^D-n«. /^B. H+ . Doublet from v. 22.

26. D1p\ /^B. H + . Amplificatory.

inn^"n«. ^B. H + . Explanatory to "I^H.

26b. G + . Harmonistic; from i K. 16:34.

CHAPTER VII.

1. py. B 'Axap.

•JVO. /^B. H+. Amplificatory.

Dini. B + ivo(3<pioavxo. G + . Explanatory.

2. inn''D. ^B. H + . Amplificatory

mpO p« n^n ny. ^^B. H + . Explanatory. Cf. Delitzsch 162.

nn'bif, ID^^I. /^B. H + . Amplificatory.

pKn-n« )br\'\ l'?x;. B ^Vn-n« l"?:!"!. H is amplified.

3. ''Vn. B T^n. This error is frequent.

4. n»sy nj?n ]». /^B. H+ . Amplificatory.
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5- n"'"i2tyn"nj;. ^B. H+ . Geographical amplification; or else

for Dnntyn-1V 2 Ch. 14:12; cf. Delitzsch, 34 a.

6. bSi^). B + 'Irjoou;. G+ . Explicit subject

7. Tnj?n ni2j;n. B Tnyn ^nnj;. Confusion of letters.

1i^«in. B xaxe[ieiva{iev. The Greek did not know the word;

see Holmes.

9. •i:otyn«. B rjixa;. The Greek did not realize the force

of this Hebraism; cf. Deut. 7:24; Zc. 13:2.

II. b»'\\i^\ B nyn.

Wns. B/\\ It may not have been written.

n:i1 (2°). /\B. H + . Amplificatory.

'151 1355 D51. /^B. H+ . Amplificatory.

13. VsiB'"' (2"). aB. H + . Amplificatory.

14. nrQ"lp51. B + Vs. G + . Amplificatory.

15. D"inn. ^B. H + . Amplificatory.

16. ^«ity\ B oyn.

17. minv /\B. H + . Harmonistic revision; cf. v. 14.

^mtn nnBty» n«. /^B. H + . Harmonistic revision.

••DnD'IS. /^B. H + . Harmonistic; cf. v. i.

min"" nt3»^. /^B. H + . Harmonistic; cf. v. 14.

17 b, 1 8 a. /\B. Homoioteleuton.

19. ''5D. B o-»]jiepov= D1^D. Confusion of letters, orjixepov

does not represent the enclitic N5 ; cf i K. 22 : 5.

21. iy5ty. B. •eouiXtjv. See Introduction I 4b.

n^ltS. ^B. H + . Explanatory.

l^ptro. /\B. H + . Explanatory.

p«3. /^B. H + . Amplificatory.

22. nbnsn. B + eI? xrjv Trape[x[3oX7jv. G + . Explanatory.

23. '?«1ty"' ''5n-'?D. B ^N-lty^ ^5pt.

Dps'''!. B D5^"'1. Confusion of 5 and p; B. D. B. Hebrew Lexicon.

24. nntn ****** ^D^n-nsi. /^B. H + . Amplificatory and

harmonistic; cf. the preceding verse.

25. 1I3N''1. B + xm 'A^ap. G + . Explicit insertion.

•151 IBILS'^l. /^B. H + . Amplificatory.

26. ntn nvn nj;. (1°). ^^B. H + . Explanatory.
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CHAPTER vnr.

1. 1»r^«1 and ITynSI. ^B. H + . Amplificatory.

2, HD^d'?!. /^B. H + . Amplificatory.

4. 1«"l. ^B. H + . Amplificatory.

Ty^. (1°). ^B. H + . Desire of some scribe for uniformity.

n«0. ^B. H + . Amplificatory.

5. DVn. ^B. Perhaps accidental.

1«2J\ B+ ot xaxotxouvxe? Tai^^H ^t^iS. G + . Explicit sub-

ject; needed for clarity.

7. ^M) n^nJI. /^B. H+ . Amplificatory.

8a. tr'«n****nM1. /^B. H+. Anticipatory; v. 19.

nin^ "imD. B ntn nm3. Confusion of letters.

9. f?"^)
to end of verse. /^B. H + . Explanatory; cf. v. 13b.

lib, 12, 13a. /^B. Holmes suggests homoioteleuton. We
should notice that v. 12 parallels v. 9, and v. 13 parallels v. 10.

Steuernagel suggests that they are an editorial incorporation.

If omitted they remove the difficulty of the discrepancy in

numbers in the second ambush.

14. ID^Dty^l. /^B. H + . Amplificatory.

l-'yn-^a'iK. y^B. H + . Explicit subject.

nntt"'! : 1K:J''"I. B singulars. H plurals agree with the previous

addition.

nKIp^. B + auxoI?. Explicit addition.

bit,^^^ . B stt' £ijOEia?=nB'^ abbreviation for '?«-lty\ Cf. GiNSBURG,

hi^ro. to the Hebrew Bible, p. 522.

r\iy^7\ ^iS"? nyiD^. /^B. H + . Explanatory; added in order

to make plain the strategy.

IDy. B + o [xet' autou = 10j; ItJ'X. H^^. Accidental.

15. B inserts «*l'''l at the beginning of the verse. G + .

Explanatory.

15 b, 16 a. /\B. Holmes suggests homoioteleuton.

16. v^'in\ B h^snn'' '•in.

17. ^« n^m. /\B. H+. Amplificatory.

18. pT'Di. B T7JV jf\.^o. auxou, xov Yataov. The Greek seems

to point to ]1TD as an addition.
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^vn. B i^yn.

20 b. /\B. H + . Anticipatory to v. 21a.

21. TVn. B + HD^atyn. G + . Harmonistic; cf. v. 20.

22. ^Knty''^. B mna^. FM (mg) + '?«'ltJ'^^. They seem here

and elsewhere to have been corrected to the Massoretic text.

24. 'imon, B + *in;n and thus incorporates a variant; cf.

Delitzsch, 150c. If xal Iv xoi opei i^l t^<; xatapaoeox; = "insi

nj;T3^ and nj;i»n is a corruption for imon, then "iHi is a doublet.

nnn-^s"? nbs ibs^l. ^B. H + . Amplificatory.

26. /\B. Homoioteleuton; cf. Ginsburg, p. 181.

28. 7n. B TVn.

29. ^V<T- B + 5i5u|J.ou, xal TJv IttI Tou ^uXou. G + . Explanatory.

A reference to the custom of impaling.

TVn ^V^. B xov p6epov= nn£5 "pit-" The Hebrew reading

was nns "gateway", hence the gloss.

!?ni. /\B. H + . Amplificatory.

31. "IBD. ^B. H + . Explanatory; cf. v. 34.

32. SnD^I. B + j;ti'in\ Explicit subject.

nnD "lty«. ^B. H + . Explanatory.

33. DHOj;. B Dn^y. Confusion of letters.

D'^inan. B + xal and thus incorporates D^lbn.

^«"lty^ (2°). ^B. H + . Explicit addition. It may have been

abbreviated, AMN0 + i^X, and F + xu.

34. nninn (2°). B + ntyo. G+ . Explanatory.

*1SD. ^B. H + . Explanatory; cf. v. 17.

35. Tii. B ^imn.

^Sltyv B + Tot? dvSpccoiv. G + . Amplificatory.

CHAPTER IX.

I. ^D. ^B. H+ . Amplificatory.

D-'D^on. B + na«n. G + . Explanatory.

B inserts xal before blD'^S, ^nnn, ^jy^^n, msn, ^inn, and

adds ol repYEoatot to the list. The Hebrew may have omitted

this name accidentally. It is included in 3 : 10.
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2. At the end of this verse, the Greek has the passage

appearing in 8:30-35 of the Hebrew. Holmes suggests that

the position of this passage may have been chosen arbitrarily,

the arrangement being based upon considerations of the rela-

tive importance of the passages.

3. j;tyiiT. B mn\

4. DiT'lon^. BF (u[xtov auToiv, AMN0 ovcuv giving equally

good sense.

ITen. B + YiToiixaaavTo. G+ . Doublet.

5. ^31. B T^b2^ (supcuxiouv). Final H was not written. Con-

fusion of letters.

m^V^I. B + xal Tot oavoctXia auxuiv. G + . Doublet.

6. njnon. B + ^«"IU'\ Tendency to full phrase.

tr^«. ^B. H + . Amplificatory. ^«"1K'"' B'^S occurs later in

the chapter.

V^N. B + Vtyin\ G + . Explicit object.

7. "'inn. B yoppaXov. 1 and 1 confused (Holmes in loco).

E. Meyer, Die Israeliten und Ihre Nachbarstdmme, Halle 1906,

p. 331, supports the reading ^"inn in Gn. 36:2, 20.

1DK"'1. B supports the Kethiv. The Qere preserves an

alternative reading "jXliy^ ty^« "10«^1.

9. r^«. /\B. H+. Amplificatory.

lyot!'. B TO ovo[xa auTou.

10. )ntyn. B n»«n.

^ity. /^B. H + . Amplificatory.

nnntyynntyK. B + ^tS'lN explanatory addition, and+ lv'E5pd£iv,

a doublet.

12. irnao. ^B. H + . Amplificatory.

14. n^tyixn. B n^«^tyin. The Greek is better.

mn^ ^B. B/\ ""S. Anti-anthropomorphism.

17. ^^O-h^r^ nV3. ^^B. H + . Harmonistic

18. rrv^'T, •'«^tJ'i. B + b. G + . Amplificatory. B^ mj;n.

20. nn^ (1°). /^B. H-f. Amplificatory.

DmN. B + xal TCEpiTTOiTjoojxEGa auTou?. G + . Doublet.

21. n-iN^tyn DiT^« "1»«^"1. /^B. H + . Explanatory.
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22. D''3iy\ B + Tu)v xaxououvTuav. G + . Doublet.

23. n"'^^. /^B. H + - Explanatory; cf. 6:24.

D^O-^n«tyi. /^B. H + . Harmonistic; cf. v. 21.

24. ']'12Vb. B 7)|xTv.

^D. ^B. H + . Amplificatory.

yMin (1°). B + ntn. G + . Amplificatory.

pN.I (2°), B kTz auT^?.

26. ^n. B+ Vti'inv G + . Explicit subject.

27. n)n'* nntD^T. B+13 words. H/^. Homoioteleuton, Gins-

burg p. 175.

my^. B + Vd. G + . Amplificatory.

CHAPTER X.

1. "jnr^ns. B ASajviplCsx.

X^V^y. B + V^J^IiT'^lN. G+ . Explanatory.

lQ"'VjJ'n. B auxo}x6X7joav. The meaning of the Hiphil

"to make peace" was not recognized; see Holmes, in loco.

TWy. B iTTOiTjoav (pi.). Final H abbreviated,

nnnpa Vn^l. /^B. H+. Explanatory.

2. ^Vn"]» ^ni «''n ^D1. /^B. H + . Explanatory; added to

enhance the achievement of the conquest.

TV ""a. B inserts fj8£i(oav) •]fap= j;T ^0. Corrupt addition;

cf. Holmes.

n^VoDn '*"1V. B Toiv (ArjipoTToXecov.

3. Di<*1S. B cpEiSu)v. T and 1 confused.

5. 1BDS''l. /\B. H + . Amplificatory; a good editorial word.

DrfiriD'^D. B 6 Xao? aoTctiv.

6. ninttn-'?N. B + ^«ntyv Tendency to full phrase.

10, II. pin-n^a. B '£2ptuv£iv = D^:-in.

11. nVni. B xaXaC-ri?= Tl3. Induced by the word nnnn

which occurs later in the verse.

iriDM. B sYEvovTo. Perhaps a free rendering,

nnnn. B + lv xip TroX£}jL(p= non^03. G + . Doublet.

12. ")IDH^1. B + 'Irjooo?. G + . Explicit subject.

^«nty\ B + 7]V^>ia cjuvETpn|*£V
*****

'lopaTjX = DTOirn Ili'XD

^«"lty^ >i3 ^i£50 nairil ]iyajn. Homoioteleuton; cf Ginsburg. p. 176.
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13- '1^. B 6 0e6; = m.T. Delitzsch, 7a, would read ""Ua.

nt^NT nSD-^V nnina «\T«'?n. ^B. H + . Explanatory.

14. ^"Ip. ^B. Anti-anthropomorphism; cf. 5:6.

15. ^B. H + . Amplificatory; cf. v. 43.

18. ivhli. ^B. H + . Amplificatory; cf. verses 11 and 27.

19. D3Nn'?«. B irn'?«. Perhaps abbreviated.

n^T^. B )yr\r:i. Perhaps abbreviation.

20. 1«ri Dno. ^B. H + . Explanatory. Iltr is used as a

verb here only.

21. n3n»"^«. /^B. H + . Explanatory.

22. ""^H. /v^B. H + . Amplificatory.

•B. /^B. Anti-physiognomical; cf. v. 27.

23. p Ityj;''!. aB. H + . Amplificatory.

yb». /^B. H + . Amplificatory.

24. n^«n DO'?D,Tn« (1°). ^^B. H + . Explanatory to n«^mD.

iy^«. /^B. H+ . Amplificatory.

lOfc^"*!. aB- + ^eY«>v auxot?.

r\bi^n Do'?ttn. (2°). ^B. H+. Explicit addition to nnn«12J

which the Greek reads for "'"1K1S.

^y^p. B inserts xai

26. nn''0''1 p-nnw. ^^B. H + . Explanatory; referring to the

custom of exposure of bodies after death.

27. 'S. /\B. Anti-physiognomical; cf. v. 22.

n^n^l. y\B. H-h. Amplificatory; cf. verses 11 and 18.

28. VK'inV ^B. H + . Explicit subject.

nD'?0-nKl. ^B. H + . Amplificatory.

Dm«. y^B. H-t-. Amplificatory; induced by the previous

addition.

T"lty. B-fxai 8iaTC£(p£UYa)? = tD'''?S1; cf. verses 30 and 33. The

Greek shows a tendency to give the full formula.

30. bi^'W' T2. B-t-nnD^"'1. Perhaps an accidental omission

in the Hebrew because of the ending n.

32. nn"lty« lyBlTVrnHI. ^B. H + . Amplificatory.

mn-^EJ*?. B-h^^toXsepeuoav auxrjv= nn« Dnnn; cf. V. 28. The

tendency of the Greek is to give the full formula.

33. IHDM. B + haz6\i.axi^i(^oo(;= 2'\n"'tib. G + . Amplificatory.
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34- nil^iy. B '05oXXa|x. Confusion of J and T. The error

in this name is constant throughout these chapters. Cf. verses

3. 5' 23, 37-

35. At the beginning of this verse the Greek inserts ]ri"'1

'rXlty"' Ti mn\ which the Hebrew may have omitted accidentally

by homoioteleuton.

«inn DVn. (2°). ^B. H + . Amplificatory ; or repetition of

the earlier occurrence of the phrase.

37. nnDyi. /^B. Perhaps a case of homoioteleuton.

nnV^D"n«l nD^0"n«1. /^B. H + . A good example of the

tendency to uniformity. The king has already been slain

according to v. 26.

T"liy. /^B. H + . Amplificatory.

38. Dnb"'!. B 7rEpixa9toavT£?= ]n''"l; v. 31.

39. inan. B + nD^abl. G+. Amplificatory.

nimV. B Aapeip. n added because of the preceding locative

mm of v. 38; cf. Delitzsch, 39a.

nD'?»^1 mn'?'? nB^y 1ty«D1. /^B. H + . Amplificatory.

40. niin. B Napai. AFNO, va^ep. The Greek does not

understand.

nnty«n. B AoT)5(i)e.

41. Vl'in^ 02^1- aB. H + . Amplificatory.

43. ^B. H + . Harmonistic and amplificatory; cf. v. 15.

CHAPTER XL

2. |1B2tO. B misunderstands this geographical term and

renders SiBmva, hence the addition xrjv [xeyoXtjv - nil, cf. v. 8.

nmX^n. B el? tV Tap a.

S3i. B lii. Confusion of letters.

CO. B places this word at the beginning of v. 3. It did

not understand its meaning of "westward."

3. HB^ton. B xrjv Mao£U}jLav. (A correctly.) Confusion of

» and B.

4. Dn"'ino. B D.TD^D. Confusion of n and ^; 3 and i. The

mistake was perhaps due to D"'D'?Dn Vd of v. 5.
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STDy. /^B. H + . Explanatory.

6. D^^bn. B tstpoTCOJfilvou;. Error for xsxpcuixsvoo?.

7. loy. /\B. Perhaps accidental.

nnn. B + nnn, G + . Amplificatory.

8. mSltyjD. B Maoepu)v = ptyO. Confusion of i and S.

10. Dini riDn, ^B. Accidental omission. If final H was not

written, the text would have read, ''D
* * * ^ ^D^IOTlt?, hence the

omission; cf. Holmes.

11. Dinn. B + uavxa?. G + . Amplificatory.

12. 7]b»n. ^B. H + . Amplificatory.

13. j;iyin\ B bsnB'V Perhaps it did not appear in either

originally.

14. n^«nQnyn '?'?tJ^. B ta oxuXa auT^?= n^^ty. H + . Ex-

plicit subject.

mi<n. B n^Kn. Confusion of letters,

nonnni. ^B. H + . Amplificatory.

15. nty»-n« mn^ ms (2°). B^ m.T which may have been

abbreviated , reads 't)^ as iriK = dtuxtu, and makes nt^O at the

end of the phrase, the subject of the verb.

16. n«tn. ^B. H + . Amplificatory.

nn^Siy (2"). B reads a plural instead of the singular with

a suffix, which may have been abbreviated in the text before

it, and so left to the reader to interpret.

3:12. B'ASep.

17. nypna. B nypm. Confusion of n and 1.

19. biOa;^ ^i3-'?«. B^ ^ir'?«, and makes ^«1ty^ the subject.

pVa:i ""nty^ Mnn ^n^a. ^B. H + . Explanatory.

)^^b^n. B o6x iXapev.

21. "jSltJ^^ in. B "' m. Confusion of 1 and H; see the

commentaries.

22. p«n /^B. H + . Amplificatory.

nji. /^B. H+. Amplificatory.

23. niJT'l. B xal iSioxev auTou? = Din'''l. The ending was

perhaps abbreviated.
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CHAPTER XII.

1. nmyn. B 'Apapd. Because this geographical term is

misunderstood, y^^ is added. G + . Explanatory.

2. "^V^V- A-^- Jabbok and Arnon were the boundaries. It

is possible that lyiV is an addition here; GEORGE Adam Smith,

Historical Geography of the Holy Land, Chapter XXVI, calls

'Ar'ar "the Beersheba of Eastern Palestine." Arnon would

have suggested 'Ar'ar to a scribe; cf. Deut. 2:36; 3:8, 16;

Jos. 13, 16.

h7\)iX\ pDV B/^ Slin. The phrase occurs in Deut. 3:16.

]in. B {lepo; for jjieao? (Codex Colberto-Saravianus and the

cursives).

4. Vni. /^B. H + . Amplificatory.

5. ^t^DI. B/, 1. H + . Harmonistic.

ina. B "ino. Confusion of letters.

^y\m7\. B repYEosi.

7. pNH. B no«n.

8. rtDIV , nnti'y , and 3ii , are not understood as geographical

terms and are transliterated.

9-24. ins. /^B. H + . Harmonistic.

The Hebrew has 31 kings, the Greek has 29. Tiy v. 14

is represented by doublets. Both texts have been edited.
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